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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Summer 2004

In the Light of the Moon

Programme 3
written by: Sam McBratney

 

Featuring an atmospheric story, and encouraging the children to write creatively themselves.  What 

subject might they choose, how will they decide the words and how do you think of a good title?  

Award-winning writer Sam McBratney has lots of suggestions

Story

                          Don’t Walk in the Light of the Moon         By Sam McBratney

                       Publisher: Kingfi sher   
   
“It’s almost dark,” whispered Cob.

“The dark is fi ne,” said the old mouse.  “It is better than the light of the moon.  Stay together and we 

won’t get lost.  The last thing we want is for anyone to get lost.”

The young mice looked up at him.  They didn’t understand, for none of them had never been lost.  

“How can we be lost?” asked Hazel.  “What does it mean?”

The old mouse said to his three young mice, “Being lost means you don’t know where you are.  

You’re on your own.  You look around you and you don’t know anybody - and nobody knows you.  

And you don’t know how to get back home again because you don’t know where home is.  No-one 

likes to be lost.”

“I’ll hold on to your tail,” said Cob.

“I’ll hold on to Cob’s tail,” said Hazel.

“I’ll hold my own tail and it won’t get lost,” cried little Berry-Berry.

After the programme

words for discussion:- cellar; cornfi eld; shadow; cousin 

Story Comprehension

• What were the three young mice called?  (Cob, Hazel and little Berry-Berry)

• Who did the old mouse take them to visit?  (their cousins)

• Where did they live?  (in the cornfi eld across the stream)

• Talk about some of the games they played (they ran in and out of puddles, danced on the shadows 

and swung on the ears of yellow corn)

• When did the old mouse not like being out?  (in the light of the moon)

• What was the ‘something in the sky, with a beak and wings and claws’ that spotted the mice by the 

light of the moon?  (an owl)

• Why did it swoop down?  (it was hunting for its supper)

• What had the young mice learned that day?
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- Encourage ideas and discussion for their own creative writing.

                               *  What might a story be about? - the setting.

                                *  Who might it be about, or in it?

  *  Might it be an exciting/frightening/funny story?  Fantasy or

    ‘real life’?

  *  How do you think of a good title?

-   Possible ideas for a story theme could be discussed as a class.  While you want them to use            

 their individual imaginations, it might help to discuss some points e.g. how might they/the     

 person in the story feel?   What would something look like?  What might happen?

-   Many young children fi nd spelling problems daunting when writing a story - or even the   

 labour of holding a pencil for a long time.  If so, encourage the writing of short scenes or  

 happening or descriptions rather than long stories, or experiment with poetry.

-   A few ideas for writing projects

 *  a letter to a friend, or someone in a story.

 *  a description of your week-end or holiday.

 *  a story review.

 *  writing a description of how to do something e.g. prepare a bowl of cereal.

 *  write a story about your favourite toy.

 *  describe your bedroom.

 *  write a sequel to a favourite story.

-   Being lost.  Has it happened to any of the children?  How did it happen, how did they feel, what 

happened?  Describe or write about the experience - it is also a good topic for imaginative writing.

-  A project on night time.

 *  being out at night

 *  nocturnal animals

 *  people who work at night

 *  darkness

 *  lights

N.B. see programmes one and two for more suggestions.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English
Reading: Pupils should have opportunities to: compose, read 

  and share their own books of stories and poems.

Writing: Pupils should have opportunities to: write in various

  forms, including:- stories, letters, description of 

  people or places, simple records of observation,

  poems etc., and should have opportunities to: 

  experiment with words e.g. word games, riddles and

  rhymes.
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  Pupils should have opportunities to: develop the 

  ability to: express thoughts, feelings and imaginings;

  present ideas and information; structure sentences 

  correctly.

Cross Curricular Links


